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WOW!  Just Wow!  I simply cannot express to the ASTSWMO 
Board of Directors and Executive Committee how humbled, 
grateful, and privileged I feel by being recognized with the 2020 
ASTSWMO Lifetime Achievement Award.  I thank you all, 
most notably that group of my friends and colleagues who 
nominated me. 
 
I was extremely fortunate in my accidental career to work with 
so many vary brilliant, intelligent, dedicated, gifted, passionate, 
and innovative people; both at Illinois EPA and through my 
participation in ASTSWMO.  I was also very fortunate to work 
for some very prescient, circumspect, and informed people at 
Illinois EPA who recognized the importance of participation in 
organizations like ASTSWMO and the benefits this participation 
would reap; not only for me individually and personally, but for 
Illinois EPA and the State of Illinois in general. 
 
Being conferred with the ASTSWMO Lifetime Achievement 
Award also has a very substantive and distinctive feel to it 
compared to when I was recognized as an outgoing, two-term Subcommittee Chair in 2009 and I 
suspect even different from that of being recognized as having been on the Executive Committee.  
Though these recognitions are important, they are recognition but for a job of work.  The ASTSWMO 
Lifetime Achievement Award carries both breadth and weight.  It is the highest professional 
recognition that can be afforded me regarding my individual and collaborative achievements from a 
nationally recognized and highly respected environmental nonprofit organization.  It is recognition that 
is based on the totality of my career, my body of work; within both Illinois EPA and ASTSWMO.  It is 
recognition of the many collaborative successes of working through those issues and actions with 
USEPA, DoD, and other the Federal Agencies that moved the CERCLA and Federal Facility National 
Remediation Policy discussion forward.  Ideally, these efforts built and nurtured a true and legitimate 
partnership.  Failing that, I always ensured that I was a part of the driving force that forged a consensus 
position with USEPA, DoD, and the other Federal Agencies which helped States and Territories move 
these extremely complex and costly projects forward.  I recognize that these successes are not mine 
alone.    
 
The ASTSWMO Lifetime Achievement Award also recognizes those relationships that developed over 
a career, those contacts within the myriad Federal and State Agencies that would always take or return 
my call.  In many cases, these professional relationships have transformed into enduring, personal 
friendships that I treasure and cherish deeply. 
 
Lastly, I want to thank my wonderful, beautiful wife Jan.  Without her enduring love and unequivocal 
support throughout the years, none of this would have been possible.  
 
I know that life is the totality of your experiences.  Mine is that much richer due to all of you being a 
part of it.  I am indeed privileged and I thank you all for this recognition. 
 
Very Respectfully,  

 


